View online
Booking request

VILLA CONTENTA ,

VILLA-HOTEL IN PALM ISLAND

FACTS

The possibilities are so numerous in Miami that you will not be
able to do them all on your first visit. With the year round sunny
weather of Miami, the city is fitting to those of all interests and
backgrounds. You can go anywhere from a cultural tour of the
impressive 1930?s architecture buildings, to Little Havana with its
cigar shops and Cuban food as well as the many tropical
attractions (e.g. the Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden, the Miami
Seaquarium or the Monkey Jungle).

Prices from: upon request
Sleeps: 6 - 13 Guests
6 bedrooms

Otherwise, you can simply take a breath on Miami?s beaches to
practise one of the dozens of marine activities. For those
interested in the party scene, you must not miss out on the
legendary nightlife in the world capital of clubbing. No matter
what you are looking for you will never be bored in Miami.
Contenta can only be described as spectacular from just about
every standpoint. The huge 1,000 m2 villa, built in the Spanish
Colonial style on exclusive Palm Island, has breathtaking views
across Biscayne Bay towards South Beach.

SERVICES INCLUDED
Private Host services
Concierge service
Daily Cleaning
Food
Wine and Alcohol
DISTANCES
Airport: Miami International Airport, 15 minutes by car
Town: 5 minutes by car
Beach: 5 minutes by car
PROPERTY FEATURES

A private dock, floating deck, dining terrace with bar, an
enormous heated pool with Jacuzzi, swim-in grotto and
waterfall, are just some of the garden's features. Add a beach
volleyball court and a gym that is equivalent to new fitness clubs
and you only just begin to appreciate the extraordinary scope of
this magnificent VillaHotel. From the grand piano in the lounge to
the pool table, movie theatre and bar, every possible concept in
home entertainment has been embraced.
Each of the six bedrooms has a distinctive theme, including a
master suite with a walk-through dressing room and an
enormous bathroom that features a totally open-sided shower.
For all the wealth of fantasy ideas, Contenta is brilliantly
accomplished, supremely comfortable and just five minutes from
the action of South Beach.

Safe Deposit
DVD
TV
Telephone
Wi-Fi
Jacuzzi
Pool: 40 m, heated
Parking (6)
Cinema
Games room: Billiard
Gym with
Library
Piano
Indoor & outdoor bars
Volleyball court

LAYOUT
Villa Surface: 1000
Property surface: 3600
Main house:
1 king-size master suite with bathroom,
1 king-size bedroom with bathroom,
2 queen-size bedrooms with bathrooms,
1 Baby room with 1 twin-size bed and shared bathroom.
Guest house:
1 queen-size bedroom with bathroom,
1 queen-size sofa bed with shared bathroom.
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